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Introduction
Successful language comprehension relies on the recruitment
of cortical centers to support speciﬁc linguistic processes, and
the organization of these regions into effective networks.
Considering these 2 facets is especially interesting with regard
to adult aging, as age-related neuroanatomical changes would
be expected to impact the efﬁcacy of both components.
However, older adults’ language processing is generally quite
good, despite age-related neurophysiological and cognitive
changes, with accuracy declines typically becoming apparent
only in situations presenting increased perceptual or cognitive
challenge (Wingﬁeld and Stine-Morrow 2000). A central
question, then, is how older adults are able to maintain such
good performance despite signiﬁcant changes in cortical
anatomy and related changes in cognitive ability. We see this
as a speciﬁc instance of a fundamental issue in neurobiology:
namely, how stable behavior can be produced despite wide
variability in underlying neural parameters (Prinz et al. 2004).
To address these issues we examined how young and older
adult listeners process short, syntactically complex sentences.
We chose these stimuli primarily because of their robust
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cognitive effects: Regardless of the speciﬁc manipulation used,
sentences with complex syntactic constructions reliably result
in more comprehension errors and longer processing times
compared with syntactically simpler sentences (Just and
Carpenter 1992; Ferreira et al. 1996; Vos et al. 2001; Waters
and Caplan 2004). In addition, due to age-related cognitive
decline in cognitive abilities such as working memory and
information processing speed, older adults are often reported to
demonstrate difﬁculty processing syntactically complex sentence structures on a wide variety of tasks (Kemper 1986, 1987;
Obler et al. 1991; Kemper et al. 2001). A syntactic manipulation
thus allows us to test a restricted set of cognitive operations that
are known to be differentially affected in adult aging.
In a previous behavioral study using 2 levels of syntactic
complexity, we have shown that older adults’ difﬁculty with
syntactically complex sentences is exacerbated when processing challenge is increased by presenting sentences at a rapid
rate of speech (Wingﬁeld et al. 2003). In the current study we
employ this same manipulation, enabling us to examine neural
activity supporting sentence comprehension in older adults
both when they are generally successful (at slower speech
rates) and when the task becomes more difﬁcult (at faster
speech rates).
Prior neuroimaging studies of sentence processing, using
both written and spoken material, have delineated a core
sentence-processing network that appears to be involved in
processing many types of syntactically complex sentences
(Caplan et al. 1999; Ni et al. 2000; Peelle et al. 2004; Fiebach
et al. 2005). These regions reﬂect a combination of syntactic
parsing, verbal working memory, and semantic integration. One
region commonly associated with syntactic processing is the
left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), although the precise location
appears to depend on particular task requirements. In many of
these same studies verbal working memory requirements
appear to be supported by dorsolateral prefrontal cortex,
including dorsal IFG and portions of middle frontal gyrus
(MFG), as well as inferior parietal cortex. Finally, increased
lexical--semantic processing is reﬂected by activity in posterior
middle temporal gyrus (MTG). We thus expect listeners,
regardless of age, to rely on these components for successful
comprehension (Grossman et al. 2002).
Although we anticipate older adults’ sentence processing to
be supported largely by these core regions, given that older
adults ﬁnd comprehending syntactically complex sentences
more difﬁcult than young adults we also expect some differences in the underlying patterns of neural recruitment. A
straightforward prediction is that there would be regions
within the core sentence comprehension network that older
adults are less able to recruit than young adults, leading to
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Speech comprehension remains largely preserved in older adults
despite significant age-related neurophysiological change. However, older adults’ performance declines more rapidly than that of
young adults when listening conditions are challenging. We
investigated the cortical network underlying speech comprehension
in healthy aging using short sentences differing in syntactic
complexity, with processing demands further manipulated through
speech rate. Neural activity was monitored using blood oxygen
level--dependent functional magnetic resonance imaging. Comprehension of syntactically complex sentences activated components
of a core sentence-processing network in both young and older
adults, including the left inferior and middle frontal gyri, left inferior
parietal cortex, and left middle temporal gyrus. However, older
adults showed reduced recruitment of inferior frontal regions
relative to young adults; the individual degree of recruitment
predicted accuracy at the more difficult fast speech rate. Older
adults also showed increased activity in frontal regions outside the
core sentence-processing network, which may have played
a compensatory role. Finally, a functional connectivity analysis
demonstrated reduced coherence between activated regions in
older adults. We conclude that decreased activation of specialized
processing regions, and limited ability to coordinate activity
between regions, contribute to older adults’ difficulty with sentence
comprehension under difficult listening conditions.

Method
Participants
The older adults were 20 community-dwelling volunteers (11 females)
who ranged in age from 60 to 77 years (M = 64.8, SD = 4.5). The group
had a mean of 15.5 years of formal education (SD = 2.3), and a mean
Shipley vocabulary score (Zachary 1986) typical of well-educated
adults of 15.3 (SD = 1.9), out of a maximum possible score of 20.
Twenty young adult participants (11 female) were recruited from
the surrounding community and ranged in age from 19 to 27 years
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(M = 22.4, SD = 2.6). The young adult participants had a mean of 15.0
years of formal education at time of testing (SD = 1.8) and a mean
Shipley vocabulary score of 15.1 (SD = 2.0). (A vocabulary score was not
obtained for one young adult participant.) Both groups were thus well
educated and well matched for vocabulary score. All participants
reported themselves to be right-handed native speakers of American
English and in good health, with no history of neurological disorder.
None were taking psychoactive medication. The older adults had good
hearing for their ages. Sixteen older adults’ hearing was tested using
pure tone audiometry; of these, 13 had pure tone averages (average
thresholds at 1, 2, and 4 kHz) of <25 dB HL in their better ear, with
3 being only slightly higher. The remaining older adult participants, and
all young adults, had hearing <25 dB HL in both ears, assessed using an
automated screening procedure (Reilly et al. 2007). Participants were
paid for their participation. Informed consent was obtained from all
participants according to a protocol approved by the University of
Pennsylvania Institutional Review Board.
All of the 20 older adults whose data we report scored above 60% on
the object-relative sentences at the slowest speech rate. Four additional
older adult participants performed below 60% accuracy on the objectrelative sentences at the slowest speech rate. Postexperiment interviews indicated this was due to a lack of understanding regarding the
task; these participants were replaced and not analyzed.
Stimuli
The stimuli were based on 60 meaningful 6-word sentences containing
a center-embedded subject-relative clause. We used short sentences in
part to minimize working memory demands that might be associated
with longer constructions. From each of these sentences we
constructed another sentence that had the same words and characters
as the original, but in which the meaning was expressed using an
object-relative clause structure. Two sets of sentences were constructed for each subject-relative and object-relative clause sentence
that had the same words and structures but with one having a male
character (e.g., king, brother) and one having a female character (e.g.,
queen, sister) performing the action. A variety of verbs were used. This
procedure resulted in a total of 240 sentences, 60 of each of the
following types:
1. Subject-relative clause, male agent: ‘‘Men that assist women are
helpful.’’
2. Object-relative clause, male agent: ‘‘Women that men assist
are helpful.’’
3. Subject-relative clause, female agent: ‘‘Women that assist men are
helpful.’’
4. Object-relative clause, female agent: ‘‘Men that women assist are
helpful.’’
Using this procedure, 120 sentences with a subject-relative clause
structure and 120 with an object-relative clause structure were
created, with equal numbers having a male or a female character as
the agent of the action. Although both types of sentences feature
embedded clauses and are therefore not ‘‘simple’’ sentences for
listeners to comprehend, object-relative constructions require greater
syntactic processing and are empirically more difﬁcult to understand.
Between the 4 versions of each sentence, the only difference was
word order; lexical information was therefore equated across
conditions.
All sentences were recorded by a female speaker of American English
at a fast-normal speech rate of approximately 205 words per minute
(wpm). These sentences were then time-compressed to 80%, 65%, and
50% of original speaking time, corresponding to 258, 321, and 410
wpm, respectively. Time compression was performed using the pitchsynchronous overlap and add (PSOLA) technique (Moulines and
Charpentier 1990) as implemented in Praat software (Institute of
Phonetic Sciences, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, available from www.praat.org). We compressed the speech signal
uniformly; that is, silence and sound were shortened by equal amounts,
maintaining relative durations of speech information. The pitch
remained unchanged. The PSOLA method largely preserves transient
information such as formant transitions that are important for speech
comprehension.
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decreased efﬁciency of sentence processing. In fact, a common
ﬁnding in the neuroimaging literature is that older adults make
less use of specialized brain regions than young adults (Park
et al. 2004; Gutchess et al. 2005; Duarte et al. 2008). However,
this decrease in use of specialized regions is often accompanied
by the recruitment of additional brain regions not observed in
young adults; such extra activation is often interpreted as
playing a compensatory role in older adults’ performance
(Cabeza 2002; Wingﬁeld and Grossman 2006). One possibility is
that older adults recruit some areas to a greater degree than
young adults to compensate for under-recruitment of more
specialized regions. In the context of sentence processing, this
may involve the recruitment of more general purpose working
memory regions.
As noted above, older adults’ processing of syntactically
complex sentences is generally not as effective as young adults’,
suggesting that, if present, compensatory activity may not be
sufﬁcient to overcome age-related limitations. One possibility is
that rather than being truly compensatory, increases in
activation may reﬂect an inappropriate strategy on the part of
older adults, or may reﬂect a loss of specialization of cortical
processing regions (Park et al. 2004). A second possibility is that
older adults may effectively recruit additional brain areas in
service of normal speech comprehension, but that these regions
are not able to effectively compensate when processing
challenge is increased. This would ﬁt well with previous studies
showing exaggerated age effects when stimuli are more
challenging.
A third possible explanation relates to a reduction in
necessary coordination between brain regions. Although
studies of neural connectivity are not common in older adults,
several recent investigations have found that older adults may
show different patterns of functional connectivity than young
adults (Grady et al. 2003; Daselaar et al. 2006). Andrews-Hanna
et al. (2007) examined correlations between portions of the
‘‘default’’ network in older adults, and found signiﬁcant
decreases in correlated activity relative to young adults.
Furthermore, individual variability in the strength of these
correlations between medial prefrontal cortex and posterior
cingulate predicted performance on behavioral measures of
executive function, memory, and processing speed. These
results suggest that differences in neural coherence may render
older adults less efﬁcient at tasks that require coordination of
multiple brain systems.
In the current experiment, young and older adults heard
spoken sentences with 2 degrees of syntactic complexity. We
used time compression to present these sentences at 3
different speech rates in order to further manipulate processing challenge. Our primary interest was to determine the
potential relationship between comprehension success and
neural activity in the older adults relative to the young adults.

Stimuli for our control condition were composed of sentences
lowpass ﬁltered at 250 Hz. Half of these were spoken by the same
speaker as the main study, and half by a male speaker. The sentences
were completely unintelligible, but remaining pitch information
allowed identiﬁcation of talker sex. These control stimuli thus
controlled for many low level acoustic features while providing no
lexical or semantic information. Although this condition was available
as an acoustic control condition, we focused our analyses on
differences between sentence types, and thus the data in this condition
were not required for any analysis.

Results
Behavioral Data
We ﬁrst examined the accuracy data, plotted in Figure 1, as
a function of the experimental conditions. Inspection of these
data suggests that older adults performed comparably to the
young adults for the easier subject-relative sentences, but were
differentially affected by the more difﬁcult object-relative
sentences, with this age effect exaggerated at the fastest
speech rate. To evaluate these impressions we analyzed the
data using a 2 (Syntax) 3 3 (Speech Rate) 3 2 (Age) mixed
design analysis of variance (ANOVA). There was a main effect of
Syntax, reﬂecting the extra difﬁculty of the object-relative
sentences, F1,38 = 45.47, MSE = 0.011, P < 0.001 (subjectrelative: M = 0.935 proportion correct [SE = 0.007]; objectrelative M = 0.843 proportion correct [SE = 0.016]). A main
effect of Speech rate reﬂected the slight increase at the middle
speech rate and overall difﬁculty of the faster sentences, F2,76 =
12.79, MSE = 0.004, P < 0.001 (slower: M = 0.883 proportion
correct [SE = 0.011]; medium: M = 0.918 proportion correct
Subject relative

Object relative

100

Accuracy (% correct)

Image Acquisition and Analysis
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data were acquired on
a Siemens Trio scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany)
at 3 T, beginning with acquisition of a T1-weighted structural volume
using a magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo
protocol (repetition time [TR] = 1620 ms, echo time [TE] = 3 ms, ﬂip
angle = 15°, 1-mm slice thickness, 192 3 256 matrix, resolution = 0.98 3
0.98 3 1 mm). Blood oxygenation level--dependent functional MRI
images were acquired with fat saturation, 3-mm isotropic voxels, ﬂip
angle of 15°, TR = 8 s, acquisition time (TA) = 3 s, TEeff = 30 ms, and a 64
3 64 matrix. We used a sparse imaging design in which the TR was
longer than the TA to allow presentation of sentences in the absence of
echoplanar scanner noise (Edmister et al. 1999; Hall et al. 1999).
Image processing and statistical analyses were performed using SPM5
software (Wellcome Trust Centre for Functional Neuroimaging,
London, UK). Analysis of imaging data was conducted in an eventrelated manner and restricted to descriptions that resulted in a correct
response by the participant. Data were initially analyzed separately for
each participant. The ﬁrst 4 volumes of each scanning run were
discarded to allow for equilibration effects. Low-frequency drifts were
removed with high-pass ﬁltering with a cut-off period of 128 s and
autocorrelations were modeled using a ﬁrst-order autoregressive
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Figure 1. Mean (±SE) accuracy data for the sentence comprehension task in the
scanner. The left panel shows accuracy for young and older adults for subject-relative
sentences, the right panel for the more syntactically complex object-relative
sentences. For each sentence type, accuracy is plotted as a function of speech rate.
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Procedure
Each participant heard all 240 sentences evenly divided between
subject-relative and object-relative sentences. Eighty sentences were
presented at each of the 3 speech rates, equally divided between
sentence type. Half of each sentence type had a male agent and half had
a female agent. For each participant half of the sentences were
presented in an ascending order of speech rates: 40 sentences at 258
wpm, 40 sentences at 321 wpm, and 40 sentences at 410 wpm. When
this sequence was completed, the remaining sentences were presented
in reverse order, going from the fastest speech rate to the slowest
speech rate. This was done to minimize task switching demands and
perceptual normalization processes that would be caused by randomizing speech rates. Each block of sentences at a particular speech rate
corresponded to one continuous block of scanning (imaging run). The
particular sentences heard at each speech rate were counterbalanced
across participants. Due to technical difﬁculties data were unavailable
for at least one scanning run for 2 young and 2 older participants.
However, these participants still had data in all conditions.
Following each sentence, participants were instructed to press 1 of 2
keys to indicate whether the character performing the action was
a male or female. For the control condition, participants indicated
whether the sex of the speaker was male or female. Accuracy and
response time were recorded for each trial. Stimuli were presented
binaurally over earphones at a comfortable listening level that was
maintained across all conditions of the experiment. E-Prime 1.0
(Psychology Software Tools, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA) was used to present
stimuli and record response times.
The main experiment was preceded by a familiarization session to
ensure that the instructions were understood, and to familiarize
participants with the sound of time-compressed speech so as to
minimize any effect of perceptual learning during the main experiment
(Peelle and Wingﬁeld 2005). This session, conducted outside the
scanner just prior to the main experiment, consisted of 16 sentences
that included both subject-relative and object-relative clause sentences
presented at the various speech rates used in the main experiment.
These sentences were not used in the main experiment.

model. Images for each participant were realigned to the ﬁrst image
in the series (Friston et al. 1995) and coregistered to the structural
image (Ashburner and Friston 1997). The transformation required to
bring a participant’s images into standard Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI) space were calculated using tissue probability maps
(Ashburner and Friston 2005), and these warping parameters were then
applied to all functional images for that participant. The data were
spatially smoothed with a 10-mm full-width half maximum isotropic
Gaussian kernel prior to model estimation. Each event onset was
convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function to arrive
at a predicted neural response. Additional regressors were included to
account for scanning run effects. (Note that because we presented only
a single speech rate for each imaging run, it would be inappropriate to
analyze the imaging data for main effects of speech rate, as these were
confounded by session effects.)
Unless otherwise speciﬁed all comparisons were done using a voxelwise threshold of P < 0.001, corrected for whole-brain set-level
signiﬁcance using random ﬁeld theory at P < 0.05 (Worsley et al. 1992).
After thresholding, only clusters exceeding an extent of 15 voxels were
further considered for interpretation. Cluster coordinates are reported
in the space of the MNI152 average brain template.

[SE = 0.011]; fast: M = 0.867 proportion correct [SE = 0.014]).
Older adults’ worse performance overall was supported by
a main effect of Age, F1,28 = 6.60, MSE = 0.027, P < 0.05 (young:
M = 0.917 proportion correct [SE = 0.015]; older: M = 0.862
proportion correct [SE = 0.015]). Most importantly, we found
a signiﬁcant Syntax 3 Speech rate 3 Age interaction, F2,76 =
6.50, MSE = 0.003, P < 0.01. These results are consistent with
our previous study showing that older adults’ performance is
differentially affected by complex syntax relative to young
adults, and further impacted by the increased processing
challenges associated with a faster presentation rate (Wingﬁeld
et al. 2003).

Figure 2. Brain areas showing responses related to processing syntactically complex sentences. (a) Increases in neural activity associated with syntactic complexity (objectrelative sentences [ subject-relative sentences) collapsed across Age and Speech Rate reveals a core sentence-processing network. (b) Age 3 Syntax interaction. Regions in
which young adults show a greater syntax-related response are in blue, and those in which older adults show a greater syntax-related response in red. White outline indicates the
regions showing syntax-related increases collapsed across age. (c) Correlation between syntax-related activity at the fast speech rate and accuracy at this rate in the older adults.
Green regions indicate a positive correlation, yellow regions a negative correlation. White outline illustrates regions that showed a significant Age 3 Syntax interaction.
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Effects of Syntactic Complexity and Age on Neural
Activation
In all imaging analyses, only trials resulting in correct responses
were entered into our model. We ﬁrst identiﬁed regions that
showed an increased response to syntactically complex
sentences—a core sentence-processing network—collapsed
across speech rate and age group. Results from this analysis
are shown in Figure 2a, with maxima listed in Table 1. Regions
showing an increased response for more complex sentences
across both age groups are largely consistent with previous

studies and included bilateral ventral IFG/anterior insula,
bilateral MFG, bilateral MTG, and left inferior parietal lobe. As
is evident from the axial slice in Figure 2a, the large frontal
clusters also extended subcortically to encompass bilateral
caudate and putamen, and extended into right inferior frontal
regions. Precuneus, anterior cingulate, medial superior frontal
gyrus (SFG), and supplemental motor area (SMA) also
demonstrated increased activity for the more complex
object-relative sentences. This core sentence-processing network is largely congruent with previous studies.
In addition to examining the main effect of syntax, we
investigated the Syntax 3 Speech Rate interaction. This analysis
failed to reveal any signiﬁcant voxels, nor was there a signiﬁcant
Syntax 3 Speech Rate 3 Age interaction, indicating that syntaxrelated neural responses were largely consistent across the
different speech rates for all participants.
We next turn to regions where young and older adults
showed different patterns of syntax-related activation, collapsed across speech rate, by looking for Syntax 3 Age
interactions (i.e., where the object-relative > subject-relative
contrast differed as a function of age). The results of this
analysis are shown in Figure 2b, with maxima listed in Table 2.
For comparison purposes, the regions showing a syntax-related

Table 1
Regions and peak coordinates showing an effect of syntax (object-relative [ subject-relative)
Region

Coordinates
x

Z score
y

30
32
42
50
42
14
14
4
4
56
4
60
48
44

Region

z
22
18
2
14
40
8
6
28
6
40
64
38
54
10

6
6
46
24
6
0
4
38
64
0
38
4
48
46

5.47
5.24
4.91
4.85
4.51
4.91
4.78
4.19
3.86
3.83
3.81
3.77
3.57
3.47

a

Indicates maximum was included in network analysis.

Table 2
Regions and peak coordinates showing an Age 3 Syntax interaction
Region

Coordinates
x

R temporal pole
R precentral gyrus
L postcentral gyrus
R SFG
L ventral IFG
L MFG
L precentral gyrus
L hippocampus
R hippocampus

Z score
y

38
50
54
24
52
26
30
26
26

z
12
4
20
12
28
46
14
10
6

28
52
48
60
2
34
68
24
24

4.26
4.01
3.97
3.80
3.79
3.74
3.48
3.45
3.38

increase (from Fig. 2a) are outlined in white. After selecting
signiﬁcant voxels based on the F test, we classiﬁed voxels as
showing a young > older response (blue) or an older > young
response (red) based on the sign of the parameter estimate.
The only region in which young adults showed signiﬁcantly
more syntax-related increases than older adults was in the left
IFG/anterior insula, a region appearing in the main effect of
syntax that we consider part of a core sentence-processing
network. The areas in which older adults showed greater
syntax-related activity than young adults fell outside the core
sentence-processing network. These additional regions included left MFG and right SFG, bilateral precentral gyrus, and
right temporal pole.
The observation that older adults recruited different regions
in response to a comprehension challenge than young adults
raises the related question of whether these increases
supported successful performance. To investigate the issue of
whether this increased activity in older adults was truly
compensatory, we performed a whole-brain regression analysis
within the older adults to see if activity associated with the
most difﬁcult condition (fast object-relative sentences) was
related to performance. (We did not perform a similar analysis
with the young adults because their accuracy remained quite
high, and it was the individual variability in older adults’
accuracy scores that was of interest.) As with the previous
analyses, only data from trials that resulted in a correct
behavioral response were analyzed. Regions showing a correlation with accuracy in the older adults are shown in Figure 2c,
with maxima listed in Table 3. For this analysis, we used

Coordinates
x

Calcarine fissure
Posterior cingulate
L hippocampus
R IFG/operculum
L precentral gyrus
R inferior IFG
Orbital SFG
L IFG
R anterior insula
L posterior MTG

Z score
y

2
6
28
50
48
24
4
50
40
56

z
96
44
26
14
10
38
48
16
24
60

6
34
6
8
24
6
2
10
2
2

3.73
3.72
3.36
3.33
3.32
3.27
3.22
3.00
2.96
2.93

a slightly more lenient voxel-wise threshold of P < 0.005,
maintaining set-level whole-brain correction at P < 0.05. For
reference, regions showing a Syntax 3 Age interaction (Fig. 2b)
are shown outlined in white. Regions showing a positive
correlation between neural activity and accuracy include
bilateral IFG and anterior insula, as well as a more dorsal
portion of left IFG. Left posterior MTG showed a negative
correlation with performance for these sentences. To see if
there were any regions in which increased activity led to faster
response times, we repeated this correlation analysis using
older adults’ response times from the fast object-relative
sentences, but no regions reached signiﬁcance using this same
threshold.
Network Analysis
Coordination of activity across different brain regions is
a necessary feature of successful cognitive processing, and
differences in functional connectivity would likely result in
behavioral consequences. To assess the degree to which
participants showed coherent activity across brain regions we
performed a correlation analysis on data for cluster maxima
identiﬁed as responding differentially to syntax. For each
participant, we extracted the time series from each of 10 peak
voxels showing an effect of syntax, identiﬁed above (Fig. 2a;
Table 1). Linear trends within each scanning run, as well as
grand average means of each scanning run, were removed, and
then the coordination between all regions was analyzed using
bivariate Pearson correlations, producing a measure of effect
size (Pearson r) and signiﬁcance level for each of 45 (10C2)
possible connections. For each participant we used a Bonferroni
correction to control for false positives; thus, a correlation had
to be signiﬁcant at P < 0.05/45 to be considered signiﬁcant. We
were then able to use the total number of connections
reaching signiﬁcance as a summary measure of overall interregional coherence for each participant.
The distributions of the number of signiﬁcant connections
for young and older adults at the slower and fastest rates of
speech are shown in Figure 3a. Overall, young listeners showed
signiﬁcantly greater connectivity than older listeners, evidenced by a greater number of connections at both the slower
[t(19) = 5.83, P < 0.0001] and fast [t(19) = 5.97, P < 0.0001]
speech rates. To ascertain whether this measure of neural
connectivity was indeed reﬂected in older listeners’ behavioral
performance, we correlated the number of signiﬁcant connections seen in older adults with their response times to
correct responses for all sentences at the same 2 speech rates,
Cerebral Cortex April 2010, V 20 N 4 777
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L anterior insulaa
R anterior insulaa
L dorsal MFG/precentral gyrusa
L dorsal IFGa
L ventral IFG
R pallidum
L pallidum
Medial SFG/anterior cingulatea
SMA
L posterior MTGa
Precuneousa
R posterior MTGa
L inferior parietala
R dorsal MFGa

Table 3
Regions and peak coordinates showing a correlation between activity and accuracy for fast
object-relative sentences in older adults

a) Number of total connections between syntax-related regions
Slower speech
15

Young
Older

# subjects

# subjects

15

Fast speech

10

5

0

5

15

25

35

10

5

0

45

5

15

# connections

25

35

45

# connections

Slower speech

Fast speech

3500

3500
3000

r = −0.39 (p = 0.09)

RT (ms)

RT (ms)

3000
2500
2000

r = −0.49 (p < .05)

2500
2000

1500

1500
0

10

20

30

40

50

# connections

0

10

20

30

40

50

# connections

Figure 3. (a) Histogram of number of possible connections between brain regions activated in young and older adults at the slower and fast speech rates (out of a maximum of
45 possible, see text for details). (b) For older adults, correlation between the number of connections shown by each participant and their reaction time for correct responses to
sentences at the slower and fast rates of speech.

plotted in Figure 3b. Response times were used to provide
a more sensitive measure of processing efﬁciency than
accuracy scores, and also because they allowed us to examine
older adults’ behavior at the slower speech rate (where
accuracy showed little inter-individual variability). At the slow
speech rate the correlation of response times and network
connectivity was not signiﬁcant [Pearson r(18) = –0.39, P =
0.09]. However, the same analysis reached signiﬁcance at the
faster rate [Pearson r (18) = –0.49, P < 0.05]. This suggests that,
at least at the more difﬁcult faster rate of speech, older adults
who demonstrated greater inter-regional coordination were
able to perform the task more efﬁciently.
We performed the same correlation analysis on young adults,
for whom there was not a signiﬁcant relationship between
number of connections and reaction time at either the slow
[Pearson r (18) = –0.19, P = 0.41] or faster [Pearson r (18) = –0.02,
P = 0.92] rate (data not shown). Given the overall greater
connectivity in young adults, we hypothesize that connectivity
may only begin to exert a signiﬁcant inﬂuence beyond some
lower bound, which would be consistent with the age differences seen in the current data.
Discussion
Speech comprehension is a complex, time-dependent activity
in which previously received and incoming information must
be simultaneously processed. In order to accomplish this
demanding cognitive task, listeners must coordinate several
specialized brain regions. In the current study, we examined
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the issue of resource availability in healthy older adults, in the
context of both relatively successful behavioral performance
and under increased processing challenge, in which performance decreased. We found that older adults generally showed
less efﬁcient patterns of processing than young adults, both in
terms of the focal regional activation and network connectivity.
Below we discuss these different patterns of resource
allocation and changes in functional connectivity. First we
discuss the core network of regions identiﬁed as supporting
syntactic processing, followed by an additional focus on areas
showing signiﬁcant age effects. Finally, we assess the functional
connectivity between these regions in both young and older
adults.
Core Processing Resources Supporting Syntactic
Comprehension
The regions we identiﬁed as supporting syntactic processing
are largely in agreement with prior studies of both written and
spoken sentence comprehension. For example, Grossman et al.
(2002) presented young and older adults with written
sentences that varied in sentence type (object relative or
subject relative) and gap distance (short or long antecedent
gap). All sentences resulted in posterior MTG activation, a large
swathe covering left inferior and middle frontal gyri, and
activity in left inferior parietal cortex. Elaborated below, these
regions accurately reﬂect the combination of grammatical,
short-term working memory, and semantic resources required
to comprehend sentence meaning.
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b) Correlation between connectivity and reaction time

We believe activity in this region reﬂects phonological working
memory necessary for the retention of verbal information for
syntactic analysis.
The posterior portion of MTG has been implicated in
lexical--semantic processing in a variety of studies (Kotz et al.
2002; Raettig and Kotz 2008; Peelle et al. 2009). This region is
consistently activated by lexical and sentence stimuli (Binder
et al. 2000; Crinion et al. 2003; Rodd et al. 2005), and damage to
posterior MTG is often associated with auditory comprehension deﬁcits (Hickok and Poeppel 2007). In at least one report
posterior lateral temporal cortex also responded more to
sentences than random word lists (Vandenberghe et al. 2002),
suggesting a role in contextual integration (but see Humphries
et al. 2006, in which similar comparisons show more anterior
activity). We believe that more complex syntactic structures
rely on these integrative lexical--semantic processes to a greater
degree.
Finally, we observed activity in regions in medial SFG/SMA
that we believe is due to participants needing to inhibit
prepotent responses. One likely contributor to the difﬁculty of
syntactically complex sentences is that they tend to occur with
less frequency than simpler forms; thus, for a given sentence,
the simpler subject--verb--object interpretation is likely the
meaning the listener presumes, until incoming information
proves otherwise. Overriding this default interpretation may
require recruitment of resources related to response inhibition,
which we believe is supported by the SFG in this study (Liddle
et al. 2001; Aron and Poldrack 2006; Taylor et al. 2007; Xue
et al. 2008). We note that several other regions responding to
syntax are also seen in studies of response inhibition, including
STG, MFG, inferior parietal lobule, and even left IFG (Swick
et al. 2008). However, unlike the SFG, these regions appear in
multiple studies of syntactic complexity; we thus think it likely
that the task demands of our current experiment (requiring
a speeded response and using short stimuli) accentuated the
response inhibition component, driving the increased SFG/SMA
activation.
In summary, both young and older adults showed syntaxrelated increases in activity largely consistent with previous
studies, reﬂecting the allocation of processes related to
grammar, working memory, and executive control to sentence
processing. We now turn our attention to those regions
showing signiﬁcant age effects, and the possible implication
of these differences for older adults’ performance.

Age-Related Differences in Sentence Processing
When processing syntactically complex object-relative sentences, young adults showed signiﬁcantly greater activity than
older adults in left ventral IFG. Particularly interesting is the
ﬁnding that activity in this same region was associated with
better performance in older adults at the fastest speech rate; in
other words, the degree of older adults’ success at sentence
comprehension can be predicted by their ability to recruit this
core resource.
As noted previously, left ventral IFG is consistently
implicated in the processing of grammatically complex sentences. Our current data thus suggest an age-related decrease in the
ability to make use of specialized language processing regions.
Potential causes of such a decline might include decreases in
gray matter thickness (Salat et al. 2004), reduced white matter
pathway integrity (Madden et al. 2009), or the inability to
Cerebral Cortex April 2010, V 20 N 4 779
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As indicated previously, processing syntactically complex
sentences reliably recruits left IFG, with occasional observations of additional right hemisphere activations in homologous
regions (Just et al. 1996; Caplan et al. 1998, 1999; Keller et al.
2001). Although left inferior frontal activity related to syntax is
often associated with pars triangularis of the left IFG, the
precise locus of this activity varies considerably among tasks
(Kaan and Swaab 2002). Our ﬁnding of more ventral IFG
activity, encompassing pars orbitalis and including anterior
insula, is not uncommon in sentence-processing studies (Keller
et al. 2001; Grossman et al. 2002; Friederici et al. 2003; Peelle
et al. 2004). Some studies suggest the nearby frontal operculum
plays a speciﬁc role in grammatical processing (Friederici et al.
2003, 2006). However, the ventral IFG activation we observe is
also near portions of IFG implicated in semantic processing and
response competition (Thompson-Schill et al. 1997; Devlin
et al. 2003), narrative production (Troiani et al. 2008), and
repetition suppression in a lexical priming study (Orfanidou
et al. 2006). In addition, left IFG activation can also be seen in
during the comprehension of syntactically simple sentences
(Davis and Johnsrude 2003; Rodd et al. 2005). Together these
studies suggest the possibility of a more general role for ventral
IFG and anterior insula in semantic integration. Thus, although
left ventral IFG is clearly important for processing syntactically
complex sentences, additional work is needed to establish the
precise operations carried by this region.
In addition to demands of syntactic processing, comprehending spoken sentences places a burden on verbal working
memory resources to store linguistic information for analysis.
At least some of this working memory burden may be borne by
left IFG (Fiebach et al. 2005), although we argue that working
memory is primarily supported by MFG and inferior parietal
cortex. Inferior frontal activity associated with syntactic
processing often extends dorsolaterally (Grossman et al.
2002; Peelle et al. 2004) to include regions of the MFG that
support working memory in both linguistic and nonlinguistic
contexts (Rypma et al. 1999; D’Esposito et al. 2000; Buchsbaum
et al. 2005). Converging evidence for the role of these frontal
regions in supporting working memory operations relevant for
language processing comes from voxel-based morphometric
studies of patients with neurodegenerative disease. Peelle et al.
(2008), for example, reported that comprehension of sentences containing embedded clauses in patients with progressive
nonﬂuent aphasia was related to gray matter density in left
inferior frontal and middle frontal gyri, regions that also
correlated with verbal working memory. These ﬁndings are in
agreement with Amici et al. (2007), who also found that both
backward digit span and comprehension of multiclausal
relative sentences were both signiﬁcantly related to gray
matter density in left inferior and middle frontal gyri in patients
with neurodegenerative disease.
We also observed a cluster in inferior parietal cortex that
showed signiﬁcantly greater activity for object-relative than
subject-relative sentences. Inferior parietal regions are often
proposed to support forms of short-term memory (Awh et al.
1996; Jonides et al. 1997; Jonides et al. 1998; Buchsbaum et al.
2005), therefore may also be recruited to manage working
memory demands associated with sentence comprehension.
This is supported by observations of these same inferior
parietal regions in sentence comprehension tasks, including
differential activation for syntactically complex sentences
(Keller et al. 2001; Cooke et al. 2002; Grossman et al. 2002).

We found that for both slower and fast speech rates, the
young adults demonstrated signiﬁcantly greater coherence in
their patterns of activity than the older adults, and evidence
that this difference had behavioral consequences for the older
adults at the fast speech rate. This is consistent with data from
Andrews-Hanna et al. (2007) who examined age-related
changes in connectivity. They found that not only is aging
associated with reductions in functional connectivity between
brain networks, but that these disruptions were associated with
poor performance across multiple cognitive domains. Our
connectivity analysis suggests that some of older adults’
difﬁculty in sentence comprehension tasks may reﬂect a lack
of coordination between activated brain regions.

Functional Connectivity in Sentence Processing
In addition to areas of focal activation involved in sentence
processing, we also investigated the integration of processing
across brain regions. As a basic measure of functional
connectivity in our task, for each participant we examined
correlations between regions showing an effect of syntax,
operationalizing coherent network activity for each participant
as the number of possible connections between regions. We
then used this summary measure to investigate relationships
between global neural connectivity and behavior.
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Conclusions
The literature on language comprehension in adult aging is
uniform in showing 2 features of spoken sentence comprehension in adult aging. The ﬁrst is that, in spite of signiﬁcant
declines in working memory and processing speed, older
adults’ comprehension of spoken language remains at a generally good level (Wingﬁeld and Stine-Morrow 2000). The second
is that signiﬁcant age declines appear when the older adult is
confronted by complex sentences, particularly under difﬁcult
listening conditions (e.g., Wingﬁeld et al. 2003). Our research
task is thus to explain the 2 sides of this coin in normal aging:
the spared comprehension of less complex speech heard at
normal speech rates, and the comprehension failures that
occur in the face of rapid, syntactically complex speech.
Our imaging data suggest that the generally good comprehension of spoken sentences under ordinary circumstances is
carried by a network that overlaps the core sentenceprocessing network seen in young adults. Our current results
also reveal patterns of neural regulation that underlie the agerelated declines one sees when the processing challenge is
especially high. One source of this decline is older adults’
reduced ability to recruit regions of left ventral IFG within the
core sentence-processing network, with the degree of this
failure predicting performance in the most difﬁcult processing condition. The reason the age-related performance
decline is typically one of degree, rather than catastrophic
failure, may rest on increasing recruitment of additional
frontal regions related to working memory support. Our data
suggest that a second source of older adults’ performance
decline is a reduction in coordinated activity in the relevant
regions of the brain necessary to support sentence comprehension. Together, these ﬁndings highlight the importance of both local activity and network connectivity in
linguistic processing, and implicate failures at both stages to
account for older adults’ performance declines in speech
comprehension.
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coordinate activity across regions (Andrews-Hanna et al. 2007).
Irrespective of the cause of these differences, the consequences
for behavior seem clear: those older participants who showed
greater activation in these regions specialized for language
processing had signiﬁcantly better performance.
Given older adults’ decreased activation in left IFG and
apparent lack of compensatory activity within the core
sentence-processing network, how are they able to process
these cognitively demanding stimuli accurately? At least a partial
answer seems provided by the frontal regions that older adults
recruit more than young adults in response to syntactically
complex sentences. We think these areas are recruited to
support working memory demands related to sentence
comprehension. First, in young adults, working memory related
activity (in nonlanguage tasks) can extend dorsally to this point
(Cohen et al. 1997; D’Esposito et al. 1998). Second, there is also
evidence from nonaphasic patients with frontotemporal dementia that suggests an important role for right frontal regions
in sentence comprehension. These patients have frontal
atrophy, but its distribution is typically less focal than in
progressive nonﬂuent aphasia, and often shows lateralization
differentially affecting the right frontal cortex (reviewed in
Peelle and Grossman 2008). This distribution of atrophy in
these patients is associated with a limitation in executive
resources (Rahman et al. 1999; Libon et al. 2007), which in turn
impair sentence comprehension. However, comprehension of
all sentences (not just syntactically complex sentences) is
impaired (Peelle et al. 2007), suggesting a general—as opposed
to ‘‘syntax speciﬁc’’—role for these regions.
Broadly speaking, our results are in good agreement with
investigations in other domains of age-related cognitive change.
A common expectation in the aging literature is that when
older adults are unable to activate specialized cortical regions
as well as young adults, they upregulate additional areas to
compensate (Cabeza 2002; Cabeza et al. 2002; Wingﬁeld and
Grossman 2006). An important point is that this extra
activation should be related to some measure of successful
task performance. In the current study, the regions that older
adults activated to a greater extent than young adults did not
predict older adults’ accuracy in the most difﬁcult condition.
We hypothesize that the increases in older adults’ activity were
sufﬁcient to support their more accurate performance at the
slower rate of speech, but were unable to compensate at the
faster rate. This would be consistent both with the drop in
behavioral accuracy at this faster rate, as well as the lack of
correlation between these regions and older adults’ performance in this condition. However, this interpretation is only
tentative, because due to older adults’ uniformly high accuracy
at the slower speech rate we were unable to directly link this
good performance to patterns of increased activation.
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